Abstract-A sub optimal resource allocation algorithm for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) based cooperative scheme is proposed. The system consists of multiple relays. Subcarrier space is divided into blocks and relays participating in cooperation are allocated specific blocks to be used with a user. To ensure unique subcarrier assignment system is constrained such that same block cannot be used by more than one user. Users are given fair block assignments while no restriction for maximum number of blocks a relay can employ is given. Forced cost based decisions [1] are used for block allocation. Simulation results show that this scheme outperforms a non cooperating scheme with sequential allocation with respect to power usage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative communication in wireless networks is an emerging technique that offers diversity through an array of virtual antennae. The resource allocation of a multicarrier system where multiple users and relays are cooperating is an interesting research problem. A resource allocation scheme tries to allocate subcarriers and relays to users while keeping total system power a minimum or total system rate a maximum. In an OFDM based multicarrier system adaptive bit loading per subcarrier can give a minimum power allocation for a specific rate requirement [2] . This essentially allocates subcarriers with highest channel gains more bits to transmit.
In a single user system an efficient allocation could be carried out using a greedy approach. When multiple uncorrelated users exist in the system, since each user has random independent channel, allocation problem becomes more complex. A subcarrier cannot be used by more than one user since each carrier should carry distinct data and if two users use the same carrier, the destination cannot distinguish between data sent by users unless other separation schemes are used. On the other hand since a particular subcarrier can be a good choice for multiple users, the problem arises as to which user should that subcarrier be allocated to. This assignment problem is a NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem [3] .
If multiple intermediate relays exist in the system the problem becomes further complicated. In this case each user will have a separate channel with each relay and which subcarrier should be allocated to which user and relay pair becomes the problem. It is important to note that if there is no minimum power constraint, a need to use multiple relays will not arise unless a specific relay cannot provide the minimum required power for a reliable transmission. The available subcarrier space is divided between relays since a specific relay using a subcarrier with bad channel essentially damages the expected minimum power requirement. This implies that total transmission bandwidth remains the same as of a single relay case.
The resource allocation problem becomes a joint subcarrier allocation and relay selection problem since the subcarriers for each user should be allocated from a pool of relays that are willing to participate in assisting users. Here a particular relay might not have any good subcarriers and hence might not participate in the cooperation at all. Several relay selection algorithms has been proposed in literature. A relay selection protocol where a potential relay from a pool of relays is chosen comparing the best relay metric of all participating relays is described in [4] [5] [6] . However when a multicarrier case is considered choosing a single best relay might prevent from another relay with a good channel for particular subcarriers participating in the communication. It is clear that for a user, choosing a best relay and subcarrier pair is more beneficial. Here the solution to the problem takes the form of finding the best allocation of subcarriers for user and relay pairs.
Optimizing the system rate via efficient subcarrier pairing between source to relay to destination path is considered in [7] . Hungarian algorithm is used to find the best pairing. In [8] a maximum weighted bipartite matching based approach is used to allocate best subcarrier paring for user, relay pairs. However this system does not have any fairness constraints and therefor does not guarantee allocation of at least one subcarrier pair to all users. If we assume that all the relays cooperating have the computational ability to make assignment decisions themselves or source has already sent that information to relays and all relays have excessive power then subcarrier paring between source, relay and destination is not needed. Each single hop communication is separate and the relative source (original source or relays) always decides or has the information to decide the allocation criteria.
In this paper we propose an OFDM based joint blockwise subcarrier allocation and relay selection scheme for a multiuser cooperative scenario where minimum transmission power from overall system is expected. Subcarrier blocks are formed by grouping together a predetermined number of consecutive subcarriers and users are allocated subcarrier blocks fairly through participating relays. The allocation for blocks is done using forced cost based decisions as we have discussed in our earlier work [1] . The principle of forced cost based decisions is as follows. A conventional greedy approach based algorithm will allocate resources depending on the cost effectiveness of a current allocation only. However it can be seen that all current allocations forces the system to use mandatory future allocations. For an example if first subcarrier block is allocated to a particular user, other users are forced to choose from other subcarrier blocks. Therefore there is a forced future cost that incur in a system from current allocations. If this forced cost is taken into account while doing the current allocations, a better allocation cost can be met. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II system model is introduced and the problem is formulated. In Section III we introduce our new allocation algorithm based on forced cost based decisions. Section IV shows the simulation results and performance comparisons of the algorithm while Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL OFDM based multicarrier cooperative system with K users and R relays is considered. It is assumed that at the time of interest all relays have the data intended for all users. This assumption is valid since wireless source broadcasts the information and therefore all relays in the area can have that information. There are N number of subcarriers in the system where that number is divided into B number of blocks. To ensure fairness each user should be allocated same number of subcarrier blocks. Furthermore it is assumed that the coherence bandwidth of the channel is larger than the bandwidth of each subcarrier and therefore each subcarrier is subjected to flat fading. Assuming each relay has the channel information for each user and relays must cooperate with each other and decide which block should be allocated to which user and relay pair.
An example assignment scenario is show in Fig. 1 . Each block should be assigned to a user and relay pair. In the example given it is assumed two relays agreed to participate in cooperation and they are sending data for two users and total available blocks are divided fairly among users. It is important to note that each relay might not use it's full subcarrier space but the rate does not differ when compared with one relay case. This suggests that some relays might not transmit at all to some users (Relay 2 to User 1 in the example). This specific case therefore cannot be used to exploit the diversity via multiple transmitters. Additional relays should be treated as additional chances given for each block for a better channel.
A. Problem formulation
If the transmitted power of user and relay pairs kr over block b is P kr,b then the objective is to minimize the total power P T ,
where a kr,b = {0, 1} denotes whether the subcarrier block b is allocated or not to user k and relay r pair.
This minimization is constrained to C1: Fairness constraints satisfied. C2:
The first constraint makes sure that each user is allocated fair number of blocks while second constraint ensures no block is allocated to two or more users.
The above optimization problem is a NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem. One solution for this using Lagrange's method is explained in [3] . Time complexity of this solution depends on number of iterations and therefore it is difficult to track in real time when K, B and R are large. Therefore a heuristic suboptimal solution with low complexity is proposed.
III. ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
The objective of the problem formulated above is to find the a kr,b values that would result in minimum overall system transmit power with all users given fair assignments. A heuristic suboptimal algorithm to find the above allocation is proposed here.
A. Formulating Cost Matrix
We first formulate a matrix called cost matrix using all possible transmission costs (P kr,b values) associated with all user, relay and block pairings. This cost only serves as a mean of comparing the cost effectiveness of allocating blocks in terms of power. If P (c) denotes the required received power needed for correctly decoding c bits then,
h kr,n is the channel gain seen by k th user and r th relay pair on n th subcarrier. Subsequently cost of transmitting c bits via each block b is given by, 
Greedy Allocation for single relay
(c) Sequential Allocation for single relay 
where d is equal to (N B ) * (b−1)+1 while b and N B denoting block number and number of subcarriers per each block respectively. P kr,b (c) then denotes the cost for transmitting c bits through all subcarriers in b block from relay r to user k.
B. Forced Cost Based Decisions
To make allocation decisions a concept called forced cost is introduced. Forced cost is the future cost that is forced to incur in the system from a particular current assignment. In this case if a case arises where same block is preferred by two or more user and relay pairs then rather than allocating the block randomly or greedily, forced cost can be used to decide which allocation is the best. Detailed description of forced cost is given in our previous work [1] . Calculation of the optimum forced cost again could be complex. However a forced cost metric can be set using various simpler methods such that the forced cost will increase the probability of a better allocation. F kr,b is a forced cost metric that we have proposed for our algorithm. The efficiency of algorithm depends on this metric. F kr,b is the forced cost incurred by allocating subcarrier block b to user k and relay r pair. C kr,b denotes the cost of user, relay pair kr and block b transmission calculated using P (c) for a specific c. k * is the set that contains all users except k. b k denotes the column number of first usable block of current user, while B k is a notation for no. of blocks that need to be considered over the horizontal dimension of cost matrix to fill the current users block requirement. Basically F kr,b is calculated through series of row wise and column wise additions of cost matrix.
A cost matrix formed using arbitrary values is shown in Fig.  2 (a) . This matrix is for a system with four subcarrier blocks, two relays and two users. Conventional greedy allocation and sequential allocation for this arbitrary cost matrix where no cooperation is considered is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) respectively. Fig 2 (d) shows a greedy based allocation with cooperation. Note that greedy allocation is done assuming all users are given equal chance to chose the best block. The associated costs for greedy, sequential with no cooperation and greedy with cooperation are 91,100 and 42 respectively.
To calculate the overall system cost using forced cost algorithm we first need to calculate the forced cost for each allocation. Note that the above arbitrary cost matrix is already sorted and it is assumed for all subcarrier block assignments there are collisions. That is for a sorted cost matrix all the users always compete for all blocks since all users find block one,two,three and four sequentially while traversing through user rows. If the cost matrix is not sorted, before applying the forced cost metric calculations it should be sorted. Also even if there are no collisions for subcarrier blocks, the allocation decisions need to be made following the same principle.
Calculating the forced cost mentioned in equation (5) can be done for the above cost matrix Fig. 2 (a) as it is. However in the case where cooperation is also considered, since there is no restriction for the number of blocks that can be allocated per relay, the matrix can be reshaped as shown in Fig. 3 before applying the forced cost metric calculations.
Since there is a repetition of blocks in the horizontal dimension, Equation (5) should be modified accordingly to be used in the adjusted matrix.
b now denotes the active column number of adjusted cost matrix for a particular user. Note that the active column for each user can change as the allocations are being made.F k,b then is the forced cost for allocating block and relay pair in columnb to user k.m here denotes a vector that contains As an example consider the allocation of blocks in column one to users in the cost matrix. If the allocation of B 1 to first user is considered then for the second userm = [2 5 ]. This can be explained as follows. As the first user is considered according to the Equation (6) since k * is all other users, k * contains second user only. Now first usable block for second user provided block one is allocated to user one is B 2 via R 1 . Therefore b k is equal to 2. Now the next usable block for user 2 in this case is block B 3 via R 2 since that is the first block that satisfies first two conditions for selecting index for m. The index for this block is 5. Nowm consists [2 5 ]. Then since second users current block requirement is two no further row traversing is necessary. som = [2 5]. Now the forced costs for allocating first column blocks to first user can be calculated. Once allF k,b is calculated for a particularb best assignment using this cost can be carried out. This procedure needs to be repeated until all user block requirements are filled. Final allocation using forced costs is shown in Fig. 4 . Note that overall cost for this allocation which is 18 is lower than all other allocations shown in Fig. 2 . It is important to emphasize that best assignment is not necessarily the one with lowestF kr,b . The assignment decision can be made by comparing the cost gains ofF kr,b values with current allocation costs (taken from cost matrix). Also for the two user case if a subcarrier block exists that has not been used by both users for forced cost calculations and if that block can be used to tradeoff for a better net cost then that trade should be done. These two steps will essentially modify the algorithm to operate almost optimally for a two user case.
Algorithm 1 shows the necessary steps for the proposed scheme.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Performance of the proposed joint relay selection and subcarrier block assignment algorithm is compared with a system with sequential block assignment without cooperation. A time invariant frequency selective rayleigh channel with six multipaths is considered for all simulations. The system consists of total 32 subcarriers where total subcarrier space was divided in to four subcarrier blocks that needs to be assigned fairly among two users. QAM modulation is considered.
We recall that for a M-ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (MQAM) for a certain Symbol Error Requirement (SER) P e , P (c) (c is even) is given by [9] ,
Where Q(x) is the Q-function given by
N 0 is the single sided noise power spectral density. We assume N 0 to be one and c to be one for our simulation. C kr,b values (P kr,n (c) when c = 1) for 10 −4 SER is calculated and cost matrix is formed.
Best block assignment is derived using forced cost based decisions assuming two relays are participating in cooperation. Fig. 5 shows the Bit Error Rate (BER) curves for the two compared schemes with 16-QAM Modulation. The curves as expected lie on top of each other.
Average power requirement for 'x' number of transmissions is calculated for QAM for a case where the maximum allowed modulation order is 16. This calculation is done as follows. Initially for a total of 100 transmissions the required power is averaged. Then this procedure is repeated 30 times (30 transmissions) while in each iteration the averaged power is added. The curve then depicts how the total required average power for transmission varies. This result is compared with sequential block allocation for users in a single relay case. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . There is around 2.7dB gain in the proposed system.
The same procedure is repeated while changing the maximum allowed modulation order for QAM. Results are illustrated in Fig. 7 . To observe this behavior the total number of bits transmitted by each user needs to be increased and therefore the average power requirement for a particular number of transmissions increases with the QAM order. Note that M denotes the maximum allowed QAM order. for M = 4, M = 16 and M = 64 cases there are around 2.4dB, 2.7dB and 3.1dB gains respectively for forced cost based allocations with cooperation. The increase of the gain is a result of bad carriers being forced to transmit more bits when the number of bits transmitted is increased.
V. CONCLUSION
A joint relay selection, subcarrier allocation algorithm for a multi-user multi-relay system is proposed where overall transmit power is minimized. The allocation decisions are done using suboptimal forced cost based decisions. For the given scenario it can be observed that forced cost based decisions in an cooperative system outperforms the performance of a non cooperative sequential allocation based system with respect to required transmit power to perform over a given BER. The performance of the proposed algorithm can be further increased by designing more efficient forced cost metrics.
